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1 SENATE BILL NO. 1266
2 Offered January 12, 2011
3 Prefiled January 12, 2011
4 A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 46.2-217, 46.2-388, 46.2-703, 46.2-1133, 46.2-1134, 46.2-1136,
5 46.2-1137, and 46.2-1139 of the Code of Virginia and to amend the Code of Virginia by adding
6 sections numbered 46.2-613.1 through 46.2-613.5, relating to size and weight compliance agents.
7 ––––––––––

Patron––Smith
8 ––––––––––
9 Referred to Committee on Transportation

10 ––––––––––
11 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
12 1. That §§ 46.2-217, 46.2-388, 46.2-703, 46.2-1133, 46.2-1134, 46.2-1136, 46.2-1137, and 46.2-1139
13 of the Code of Virginia are amended and reenacted and that the Code of Virginia is amended by
14 adding sections numbered 46.2-613.1 through 46.2-613.5 as follows:
15 § 46.2-217. Enforcement of laws by Commissioner; authority of officers.
16 The Commissioner, his several assistants, including those who are full-time sworn members of the
17 enforcement division of the Department of Motor Vehicles, and police officers appointed by him are
18 vested with the powers of sheriffs for the purpose of enforcing the laws of the Commonwealth which
19 the Commissioner is required to enforce. Such full-time sworn members of the enforcement division of
20 the Department of Motor Vehicles are hereby authorized to enforce the criminal laws of the
21 Commonwealth.
22 The Commissioner may also appoint or designate any of his staff to be "size and weight compliance
23 agents" who have the authority to (i) enforce the requirements for the use of dyed diesel fuel in
24 §§ 58.1-2265 and 58.1-2267; (ii) enforce the requirements of Article 17 (§ 46.2-1122 et seq.) of Chapter
25 10; (iii) issue citations for violations of license, registration, and tax requirements and vehicle size limits
26 pursuant to § 46.2-613.1; and (iv) carry out the vehicle seizure provisions of §§ 46.2-613.4, 46.2-613.5,
27 46.2-1134, and 46.2-1136 at any permanent weighing station.
28 Nothing in this title shall relieve any law-enforcement officer, commissioner of the revenue, or any
29 other official invested with police powers and duties, state or local, of the duty of assisting in the
30 enforcement of such laws within the scope of his respective authority and duty.
31 All law-enforcement officers appointed by the Commissioner may administer oaths and take
32 acknowledgments and affidavits incidental to the administration and enforcement of this title and all
33 other laws relating to the operation of motor vehicles, applications for driver's licenses, and the
34 collection and refunding of taxes levied on gasoline. They shall receive no compensation for
35 administering oaths or taking acknowledgments.
36 § 46.2-388. Uniform summons to be used for reportable motor vehicle law violations; citations.
37 A. The Attorney General, after consultation with the Committee on District Courts, the
38 Superintendent of State Police and the Commissioner, shall approve a form for the summons to be
39 issued in either an electronic or paper format and all revisions to the form to be used by all
40 law-enforcement officers throughout the Commonwealth in cases of motor vehicle law violations
41 reportable to the Department under the provisions of §§ 46.2-382 and 46.2-383 and for other offenses
42 charged on a summons pursuant to § 19.2-74. The commencement and termination date for the use of
43 the form and each revised version of the form shall be made by the Attorney General after consultation
44 with the Committee on District Courts, the Superintendent of State Police and the Commissioner. The
45 law-enforcement agency issuing the summons shall determine whether to use an electronic or paper
46 format.
47 The form of the summons shall include multiple copies with the original to be used for court records
48 and other copies in sufficient number to permit the use of one copy by the courts for purposes of filing
49 abstracts of records with the Department as required by § 46.2-383 and shall be a form prepared by the
50 Department within the meaning of § 46.2-386. The form of the summons shall also include appropriate
51 space for use in cases of violation of either state laws or local ordinances.
52 B. A separate citation which has been approved in the manner prescribed in subsection A shall be
53 used for violations of §§ 46.2-1122 through 46.2-1127 and 46.2-1130. The citation shall be directed to
54 the owner, operator or other person responsible for the overweight violation, and shall advise him of:
55 1. The nature of the violation charged against him;
56 2. The amount of monetary fees, penalties, and damages that may be assessed for violations;
57 3. The requirement that he either pay the fees, penalties, and damages in full or deliver a notice of
58 his intent to contest the charge to the Department;
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59 4. The procedures and time limits for making the payments or contesting such charge, which shall
60 include the trial date, which shall in no event be earlier than 60 days after the violation; and
61 5. The consequences of a failure to timely pay or contest the charge.
62 C. A separate citation that has been approved in the manner prescribed in subsection A shall be
63 used for violations of § 46.2-613.1. The citation shall be directed to the owner, operator, or other
64 person responsible for the violation and shall advise him of:
65 1. The nature of the violation charged against him;
66 2. The amount of monetary fees and penalties that may be assessed for violations;
67 3. The requirement that he either pay the fee and penalties in full or deliver a notice of his intent to
68 contest the charge to the Department;
69 4. The procedures and time limits for making the payments or contesting such charge which shall
70 include the trial date, which shall in no event be earlier than 60 days after the violation; and
71 5. The consequences of a failure to timely pay or contest the charge.
72 § 46.2-613.1. Civil penalty for violation of license, registration, and tax requirements and vehicle size
73 limitations.
74 A. A civil penalty of $250 and a processing fee of $20 shall be levied against any person who while
75 at a permanent weighing station:
76 1. Operates or permits the operation of a truck or tractor truck with a gross weight greater than
77 7,500 pounds, a trailer, or a semitrailer owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by him on any highway
78 in the Commonwealth unless (i) it is registered, (ii) a certificate of title therefor has been issued, and
79 (iii) it has displayed on it the license plate or plates and decal or decals required by this title.
80 2. Operates or causes to be operated on any highway in the Commonwealth any motor vehicle that
81 is not in compliance with the Unified Carrier Registration System authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 14504a,
82 enacted pursuant to the Unified Carrier Registration Act of 2005, and the federal regulations
83 promulgated thereunder.
84 3. Operates or permits the operation of any truck or tractor truck for which the fee for registration
85 is prescribed by § 46.2-697 on any highway in the Commonwealth (i) without first having paid the
86 registration fee hereinabove prescribed or (ii) if at the time of operation the gross weight of the vehicle
87 or of the combination of vehicles of which it is a part is in excess of the gross weight on the basis of
88 which it is registered. In any case where a pickup truck is used in combination with another vehicle, the
89 civil penalty and processing fee shall be assessed only if the combined gross weight exceeds the
90 combined gross weight on the basis of which each vehicle is registered.
91 4. Fails to obtain a proper registration card, identification marker, or other evidence of registration
92 as required by Chapter 21 (§ 46.2-2100 et seq.).
93 5. Operates or causes to be operated on any highway in the Commonwealth any truck or tractor
94 truck that does not carry the proper registration and identification marker required by Chapter 21
95 (§ 46.2-2100 et seq.) or any motor vehicle that does not display (i) an identification marker in such
96 manner as is prescribed by the Department or (ii) other identifying information required by this title.
97 6. Operates or causes to be operated on any highway in the Commonwealth any truck or tractor
98 truck requiring registration from the Department under Chapter 21 (§ 46.2-2100 et seq.) after such
99 registration cards or identification markers have been revoked, canceled, or suspended.

100 7. Operates or causes to be operated on any highway in the Commonwealth any truck or tractor
101 truck or combination of vehicles exceeding the size limitations of Articles 14 (§ 46.2-1101 et seq.), 15
102 (§ 46.2-1105 et seq.), 16 (§ 46.2-1112 et seq.), and 18 (§ 46.2-1139 et seq.) of Chapter 10.
103 B. Upon collection by the Department, civil penalties levied pursuant to subdivisions A 1 and A 3
104 through A 6 shall be paid into the Commonwealth Transportation Fund, but civil penalties levied
105 pursuant to subdivisions A 2 and A 7 and all processing fees levied pursuant to this section shall be
106 paid into the state treasury and shall be set aside as a special fund to meet the expenses of the
107 Department of Motor Vehicles.
108 C. The penalties and fees specified in this section shall be in addition to any other penalty, fee, tax,
109 or liability that may be imposed by law.
110 § 46.2-613.2. Service of process in civil penalty cases for violation of license, registration, and tax
111 requirements and vehicle size limitations.
112 Any person, whether resident or nonresident, who permits the operation of a motor vehicle in the
113 Commonwealth by his agent or employee shall be deemed to have appointed the operator of such motor
114 vehicle his statutory agent for the purpose of service of process in any proceeding against such person
115 growing out of any violation under § 46.2-613.1. Acceptance by a nonresident of the rights and
116 privileges conferred by Article 5 (§ 46.2-655 et seq.) of Chapter 6 shall have the same effect under this
117 section as operation of such motor vehicle by such nonresident, his agent, or his employee.
118 § 46.2-613.3. Special processing provisions for civil penalties levied for violation of license,
119 registration, and tax requirements and vehicle size limitations.
120 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all civil penalties levied pursuant to § 46.2-613.1 shall
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121 be processed in the following manner:
122 1. The size and weight compliance agent charging the violation shall serve a citation on the operator
123 of the vehicle. The citation shall be directed to the owner, operator, or other person responsible for the
124 violation as determined by the size and weight compliance agent. Service of the citation on the vehicle
125 operator shall constitute service of process upon the owner, operator, or other person charged with the
126 violation as provided in § 46.2-613.5.
127 2. The size and weight compliance agent charging the violation shall cause the citation to be
128 delivered or sent by first-class mail to the Department within 24 hours after it is served.
129 3. The owner, operator, or other person charged with the violation shall, within 21 days after the
130 citation is served upon the vehicle operator, either make full payment to the Department of the civil
131 penalty and processing fee as stated on the citation or deliver to the Department a written notice of his
132 election to contest the charges in court.
133 4. Failure of the owner, operator, or other person charged with the violation to timely deliver to the
134 Department either payment in full of the uncontested civil penalty and processing fee or a notice of
135 contest of the violation shall cause the Department to issue an administrative order of assessment
136 against such person. A copy of the order shall be sent by first-class mail to the person charged with the
137 violation. Any such administrative order shall have the same effect as a judgment entered by a general
138 district court.
139 5. Upon timely receipt of a notice of contest of a violation under § 46.2-613.1, the Department shall:
140 a. Forward the citation to the general district court named in the citation; and
141 b. Send by first-class mail to the person charged with the violation and to the size and weight
142 compliance agent who issued the citation confirmation that the citation has been forwarded to the court
143 for trial.
144 6. Notices and pleadings may be served by first-class mail to the address shown on the citation as
145 the address of the person charged with the weight violation or, if none is shown, to the address of
146 record for the person to whom the vehicle is registered.
147 7. An alleged violation that is contested shall be tried as a civil case. The attorney for the
148 Commonwealth shall represent the interests of the Commonwealth. The disposition of the case shall be
149 recorded in an appropriate order, a copy of which shall be sent to the Department in lieu of any record
150 that may be otherwise required by § 46.2-383. If judgment is for the Commonwealth, payment shall be
151 made to the Department.
152 8. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, any and all citations and notices required by
153 this section to be provided to the person charged with a violation or received from the person charged
154 with a violation, with the exclusion of the citation as set out in subdivision 1, may be served or
155 provided in an electronic manner if the Department and the person charged with the violation have
156 agreed to utilize electronic notification.
157 § 46.2-613.4. Special seizure provisions for unpaid fees and penalties.
158 Any size and weight compliance agent authorized to serve process under the provisions of this
159 chapter may hold a vehicle without an attachment summons or court order, but only for such time as is
160 reasonably necessary to promptly petition for an attachment summons to attach the vehicle.
161 After finding reasonable cause for the issuance of an attachment summons, the judicial officer
162 conducting the hearing shall inform the operator of the vehicle of his option to either pay the previously
163 assessed fees and penalties due the Commonwealth or contest the charge through the attachment
164 proceeding. If the operator chooses to make payment, he shall do so to the judicial officer, who shall
165 transmit the citation along with the fees and penalties to the Department for distribution in accordance
166 with subsection B of § 46.2-613.1.
167 The Commonwealth shall not be required to post bond in order to attach a vehicle pursuant to this
168 section. The size and weight compliance agent authorized to hold the vehicle pending a hearing on the
169 attachment petition shall also be empowered to execute the attachment summons if issued. Any bond for
170 the retention of the vehicle or for release of the attachment shall be given in accordance with
171 § 8.01-553 except that the bond shall be taken by a judicial officer. The judicial officer shall return the
172 bond to the clerk of the appropriate court in place of the officer serving the attachment as otherwise
173 provided in § 8.01-554.
174 In the event the fees and penalties are not paid in full or no bond is given by or for the person
175 charged with the violation, the vehicle involved in the violation shall be stored in a secure place, as
176 may be designated by the owner or operator of the vehicle. If no place is designated, the officer or size
177 and weight compliance agent executing the attachment summons shall designate the place of storage.
178 The owner or operator shall be afforded the right of unloading and removing the cargo from the
179 vehicle. The risk and cost of the storage shall be borne by the owner or operator of the vehicle.
180 Whenever an attachment summons is issued for unpaid fees and penalties the court shall forward to
181 the Department both a copy of the order disposing of the case and the citation prepared by the size and
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182 weight compliance agent but not served.
183 Upon notification of the judgment or administrative order entered for such unpaid fees and penalties
184 and notification of the failure of such person to satisfy the judgment or order, the Department, the
185 Department of State Police, or any law-enforcement officer or size and weight compliance agent shall
186 thereafter deny the offending person the right to operate a motor vehicle or vehicles on any highway of
187 the Commonwealth until the judgment or order has been satisfied and a reinstatement fee of $50 has
188 been paid to the Department. Reinstatement fees collected under the provisions of this section shall be
189 paid by the Commissioner into the state treasury and shall be set aside as a special fund to be used to
190 meet the expenses of the Department.
191 When informed that the right to operate the motor vehicle has been denied, the driver shall drive the
192 motor vehicle to a nearby location off the public highways and not move it or permit it to be moved
193 until such judgment or order has been satisfied. Failure by the driver to comply with this provision shall
194 constitute a Class 4 misdemeanor.
195 All costs incurred by the Commonwealth and all judgments, if any, against the Commonwealth due to
196 action taken pursuant to this section shall be paid from the fund into which the civil penalties levied
197 pursuant to subsection B of § 46.2-613.1 are paid.
198 Officers of the Department of State Police and all other law-enforcement officers are vested with the
199 same powers with respect to the enforcement of this chapter as they have with respect to the
200 enforcement of the criminal laws of the Commonwealth.
201 § 46.2-613.5. Procedures for issuing and serving process in civil penalty cases.
202 Any size and weight compliance agent authorized to enforce the provisions of § 46.2-613.1 may issue
203 a citation for a violation of such provisions. Such size and weight compliance agent may also serve an
204 attachment summons issued by a judge or magistrate in connection with a violation of § 46.2-613.1.
205 Service of any such citation shall be made upon the driver of the motor vehicle involved in the
206 violation. Such service on the driver shall have the same legal force and validity as if served within the
207 Commonwealth personally upon the owner, operator, or other person charged with the violation,
208 whether such owner, operator, or other person charged is a resident or nonresident.
209 § 46.2-703. Reciprocal agreement with other states; assessment and collection of fees on an
210 apportionment or allocation basis; registration of vehicles and reporting of road tax; violations; vehicle
211 seizures; penalties.
212 A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the Governor may, on the advice of the
213 Department, enter into reciprocal agreements on behalf of the Commonwealth with the appropriate
214 authorities of any state of the United States or a state or province of a country providing for the
215 assessing and collecting of license fees for motor vehicles, tractor trucks, trucks, trailers, and semitrailers
216 on an apportionment or allocation basis, as outlined in the International Registration Plan developed by
217 the International Registration Plan, Inc.
218 The Commissioner is authorized to audit the records of any owner, lessor, or lessee to verify the
219 accuracy of any information required by any jurisdiction to determine the registration fees due. Based on
220 this audit, the Commissioner may assess any owner, lessor, or lessee for any license fees due this
221 Commonwealth, including interest and penalties as provided in this section. In addition to any other
222 penalties prescribed by law, the Commissioner or the Reciprocity Board may deny the owner, lessor, or
223 lessee the right to operate any motor vehicle on the highways in the Commonwealth until the assessment
224 has been paid.
225 Trip permit registration may be issued for any vehicle or combination of vehicles that could be
226 lawfully operated in the jurisdiction if full registration or proportional registration were obtained. The
227 fee for this permit shall be $15 and the permit shall be valid for 10 days.
228 Any person who operates or permits the operation of any motor vehicle, trailer, or semitrailer over
229 any highway in the Commonwealth without first having paid to the Commissioner the fees prescribed
230 and payable under this section shall be guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanor. Failure to display a license
231 plate indicating that the vehicle is registered on an apportionment or allocation basis or carry a trip
232 permit, as outlined in the International Registration Plan, shall constitute prima facie evidence the
233 apportioned or allocated fee has not been paid.
234 If the Commissioner ascertains that any fees that he is authorized to assess any owner, lessor, or
235 lessee for any license year have not been assessed or have been assessed for less than the law required
236 for the year because of failure or refusal of any owner, lessor, or lessee to make his records available
237 for audit as provided herein, or if any owner, lessor, or lessee misrepresents, falsifies, or conceals any of
238 these records, the Commissioner shall determine from any information obtainable the lawful fees at the
239 rate prescribed for that year, plus a penalty of five percent and interest at the rate of six percent per
240 year, which shall be computed on the fees and penalty from the date the fees became due to the date of
241 assessment, and is authorized to make an assessment therefor against the owner, lessor, or lessee. If the
242 assessment is not paid within 30 days after its date, interest at the rate of six percent per year shall
243 accrue thereon from the date of such assessment until the fees and penalty are paid. The notice of the
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244 assessment shall be forthwith sent to the owner, lessor, or lessee by registered or certified mail to the
245 address of the owner, lessor, or lessee as it appears on the records in the office of the Department. The
246 notice, when sent in accordance with these requirements, shall be sufficient regardless of whether it was
247 received.
248 If any owner, lessor, or lessee fails to pay the fees, penalty, and interest, or any portion thereof,
249 assessed pursuant to this section, in addition to any other provision of law, the Attorney General or the
250 Commissioner shall bring an appropriate action before the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond for the
251 recovery of the fees, penalty, and interest, and judgment shall be rendered for the amount found to be
252 due together with costs. If it is found that the failure to pay was willful on the part of the owner, lessor
253 or lessee, judgment shall be rendered for double the amount of the fees found to be due, plus costs.
254 B. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title or Chapter 27 (§ 58.1-2700 et seq.) of Title 58.1,
255 the Governor, on the advice of the Department, may enter into reciprocal agreements on behalf of the
256 Commonwealth with the duly authorized representatives of other jurisdictions providing for the road tax
257 registration of vehicles, establishing periodic road tax reporting and road tax payment requirements from
258 owners of such vehicles, and disbursement of funds collected due to other jurisdictions based on mileage
259 traveled and fuel used in those jurisdictions as outlined in the International Fuels Tax Agreement.
260 Notwithstanding any statute contrary to the provisions of any reciprocal agreement entered into by
261 the Governor or his duly authorized representative as authorized by this title, the provisions of the
262 reciprocal agreement shall govern and apply to all matters relating to administration and enforcement of
263 the road tax. In the event the language of any reciprocal agreement entered into by the Governor as
264 authorized by this title is later amended so that it conflicts with or is contrary to any statute, the
265 Department shall consider the amended language of the reciprocal agreement controlling and shall
266 administer and enforce the road tax in accordance with the amended language of the reciprocal
267 agreement.
268 An agreement may provide for determining the base state for motor carriers, records requirements,
269 audit procedures, exchange of information, persons eligible for tax licensing, defining qualified motor
270 vehicles, determining if bonding is required, specifying reporting requirements and periods, including
271 defining uniform penalties and interest rates for late reporting, determining methods for collecting and
272 forwarding of motor fuel taxes and penalties to another jurisdiction, and other provisions as will
273 facilitate the administration of the agreement.
274 The Governor may, as required by the terms of the agreement, forward to officers of another member
275 jurisdiction any information in the Department's possession relative to the use of motor fuels by any
276 motor carrier. The Department may disclose to officers of another state the location of offices, motor
277 vehicles, and other real and personal property of motor carriers.
278 An agreement may provide for each state to audit the records of motor carriers based in the state to
279 determine if the road taxes due each member jurisdiction are properly reported and paid. Each member
280 jurisdiction shall forward the findings of the audits performed on motor carriers based in the member
281 jurisdiction to each jurisdiction in which the carrier has taxable use of motor fuels. For motor carriers
282 not based in the Commonwealth and which have taxable use of motor fuel in the Commonwealth, the
283 Department may serve the audit findings received from another jurisdiction, in the form of an
284 assessment, on the carrier as though an audit had been conducted by the Department.
285 Any agreement entered into pursuant to this chapter does not preclude the Department from auditing
286 the records of any motor carrier covered by the provisions of this chapter.
287 The Department shall not enter into any agreement that would affect the motor fuel road tax rate.
288 The Department may adopt and promulgate such rules, regulations, and procedures as may be
289 necessary to effectuate and administer this title. Nothing in this title shall be construed to affect the tax
290 rate provisions found in Chapter 27 (§ 58.1-2700 et seq.) of Title 58.1.
291 C. Notwithstanding any other provision in this title or Title 56, the Governor, on the advice of the
292 Department, may participate in the single state registration system as authorized under 49 U.S.C.
293 § 14504 and 49 C.F.R. Part 367, and the Unified Carrier Registration System authorized under 49
294 U.S.C. § 14504a, enacted pursuant to the Unified Carrier Registration Act of 2005, and the federal
295 regulations promulgated thereunder.
296 D. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title or Title 58.1, the following violations of laws
297 shall be punished as follows:
298 1. Any person who operates or causes to be operated on any highway in the Commonwealth any
299 motor vehicle that is not in compliance with the Unified Carrier Registration System authorized under
300 49 U.S.C. § 14504a, enacted pursuant to the Unified Carrier Registration Act of 2005, and the federal
301 regulations promulgated thereunder shall be guilty of a Class 4 misdemeanor.
302 2. Any person who knowingly displays or uses on any vehicle operated by him any identification
303 marker or other identification that has not been issued to the owner or operator thereof for such vehicle
304 and any person who knowingly assists him to do so shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanor.
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305 E. An officer charging a violation under subsection D shall serve a citation on the operator of the
306 vehicle in violation. Such citation shall be directed to the owner, operator or other person responsible for
307 the violation as determined by the officer. Service of the citation on the vehicle operator shall constitute
308 service of process upon the owner, operator, or other person charged with the violation under this
309 article, and shall have the same legal force as if served within the Commonwealth personally upon the
310 owner, operator, or other person charged with the violation, whether such owner, operator, or other
311 person charged is a resident or nonresident.
312 F. Any police officer or size and weight compliance agent of the Commonwealth authorized to serve
313 process may hold a motor vehicle owned or operated by a person against whom an order or penalty has
314 been entered pursuant to this section, the International Registration Plan, the International Fuel Tax
315 Agreement, or the Unified Carrier Registration System authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 14504a, enacted
316 pursuant to the Unified Carrier Registration Act of 2005, and the federal regulations promulgated
317 thereunder, but only for such time as is reasonably necessary to promptly petition for a writ of fieri
318 facias. The Commonwealth shall not be required to post bond in order to hold and levy upon any
319 vehicle held pursuant to this section. Upon notification of the order, judgment, or penalty entered
320 against the owner of the vehicle offending person and notice to such person of the failure to satisfy the
321 order, judgment or penalty, any investigator, special agent, or officer, or size and weight compliance
322 agent of the Commonwealth shall thereafter deny the offending person the right to operate the a motor
323 vehicle or vehicles on the highways of the Commonwealth until the order, judgment, or penalty has
324 been satisfied and a reinstatement fee of $50 has been paid to the Department. Reinstatement fees
325 collected under the provisions of this section shall be paid by the Commissioner into the state treasury
326 and shall be set aside as a special fund to be used to meet the expenses of the Department.
327 § 46.2-1133. Special processing provisions for overweight violations.
328 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all violations of any weight limit as provided in this
329 article or any permit issued by either the Department or its designee or by local authorities pursuant to
330 this chapter shall be processed in the following manner:
331 1. The officer or size and weight compliance agent charging the violation shall serve a citation on
332 the operator of the overweight vehicle. The citation shall be directed to the owner, operator, or other
333 person responsible for the overweight violation as determined by the officer or size and weight
334 compliance agent. Service of the citation on the vehicle operator shall constitute service of process upon
335 the owner, operator, or other person charged with the weight violation as provided in § 46.2-1136.
336 2. The officer or size and weight compliance agent charging the violation shall cause the citation to
337 be delivered or mailed by first-class mail to the Department within 24 hours after it is served.
338 3. The owner, operator, or other person charged with the weight violation shall, within 21 days after
339 the citation is served upon the vehicle operator, either make full payment to the Department of the civil
340 penalty, liquidated damages, weighing fee, and processing fee as stated on the citation, or deliver to the
341 Department a written notice of his election to contest the overweight charge in court.
342 4. Failure of the owner, operator, or other person charged with the weight violation to timely deliver
343 to the Department either payment in full of the uncontested civil penalty, liquidated damages, weighing
344 fee, and processing fee or a notice of contest of the weight violation shall cause the Department to issue
345 an administrative order of assessment against such person. A copy of the order shall be sent by
346 first-class mail to the person charged with the weight violation. Any such administrative order shall have
347 the same effect as a judgment for liquidated damages entered by a general district court.
348 5. Upon timely receipt of a notice of contest of an overweight charge, the Department shall:
349 a. Forward the citation to the general district court named in the citation, and
350 b. Send by first-class mail to the person charged with the weight violation, and to the officer or size
351 and weight compliance agent who issued the citation, confirmation that the citation has been forwarded
352 to the court for trial.
353 6. Notices and pleadings may be served by first-class mail sent to the address shown on the citation
354 as the address of the person charged with the weight violation or, if none is shown, to the address of
355 record for the person to whom the vehicle is registered.
356 7. An alleged weight violation which is contested shall be tried as a civil case. The attorney for the
357 Commonwealth shall represent the interests of the Commonwealth. The disposition of the case shall be
358 recorded in an appropriate order, a copy of which shall be sent to the Department in lieu of any record
359 which may be otherwise required by § 46.2-383. If judgment is for the Commonwealth, payment shall
360 be made to the Department.
361 8. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, any and all citations and notices required by
362 this section to be provided to the person charged with a violation or received from the person charged
363 with a violation, with the exclusion of the citation as set out in subdivision 1, may be served or
364 provided in an electronic manner if the Department and the person charged with the violation have
365 agreed to utilize electronic notification.
366 § 46.2-1134. Special overweight seizure provisions; penalty.
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367 Any officer or size and weight compliance agent authorized to serve process or weigh vehicles under
368 the provisions of this chapter may hold an overweight vehicle without an attachment summons or court
369 order, but only for such time as is reasonably necessary to promptly petition for an attachment summons
370 to attach the vehicle.
371 After finding reasonable cause for the issuance of an attachment summons, the judicial officer
372 conducting the hearing shall inform the operator of the vehicle of his option to either pay the liquidated
373 damages, civil penalty, weighing fee, and processing fee, or contest the charge through the attachment
374 proceeding. If the operator chooses to make payment, he shall do so to the judicial officer who shall
375 transmit the citation, liquidated damages, civil penalty, weighing fee, and processing fee to the
376 Department for distribution in accordance with § 46.2-1131.
377 The Commonwealth shall not be required to post bond in order to attach a vehicle pursuant to this
378 section. The officer or size and weight compliance agent authorized to hold the overweight vehicle
379 pending a hearing on the attachment petition shall also be empowered to execute the attachment
380 summons if issued. Any bond for the retention of the vehicle or for release of the attachment shall be
381 given in accordance with § 8.01-553 except that the bond shall be taken by a judicial officer. The
382 judicial officer shall return the bond to the clerk of the appropriate court in place of the officer serving
383 the attachment as otherwise provided in § 8.01-554.
384 In the event the civil penalty, liquidated damages, weighing fee, and processing fee are not paid in
385 full, or no bond is given by or for the person charged with the weight violation, the vehicle involved in
386 the weight violation shall be stored in a secure place, as may be designated by the owner or operator of
387 the vehicle. If no place is designated, the officer or size and weight compliance agent executing the
388 attachment summons shall designate the place of storage. The owner or operator shall be afforded the
389 right of unloading and removing the cargo from the vehicle. The risk and cost of the storage shall be
390 borne by the owner or operator of the vehicle.
391 Whenever an attachment summons is issued for a weight violation, the court shall forward to the
392 Department both a copy of the order disposing of the case and the weight violation citation prepared by
393 the officer or size and weight compliance agent but not served.
394 Upon notification of the judgment or administrative order entered for such weight violation and
395 notification of the failure of such person to satisfy the judgment or order, the Department or the
396 Department of State Police or any law-enforcement officer or size and weight compliance agent shall
397 thereafter deny the offending person the right to operate a motor vehicle or vehicles upon the highways
398 of the Commonwealth until the judgment or order has been satisfied and a reinstatement fee of $50 has
399 been paid to the Department. Reinstatement fees collected under the provisions of this section shall be
400 paid by the Commissioner into the state treasury and shall be set aside as a special fund to be used to
401 meet the expenses of the Department.
402 When informed that the right to operate the motor vehicle has been denied, the driver shall drive the
403 motor vehicle to a nearby location off the public highways and not move it or permit it to be moved
404 until such judgment or order has been satisfied. Failure by the driver to comply with this provision shall
405 constitute a Class 4 misdemeanor.
406 All costs incurred by the Commonwealth and all judgments, if any, against the Commonwealth due
407 to action taken pursuant to this section shall be paid from the fund into which liquidated damages are
408 paid.
409 Police officers of the Department of State Police and all other law-enforcement officers are vested
410 with the same powers with respect to the enforcement of this chapter as they have with respect to the
411 enforcement of the criminal laws of the Commonwealth.
412 § 46.2-1136. Procedures for issuing and serving process in overweight vehicle cases.
413 Any officer or size and weight compliance agent authorized to enforce overweight vehicle laws may
414 issue a citation for a violation of such laws. Such officer may also serve an attachment summons issued
415 by a judge or magistrate in connection with a weight violation.
416 Service of any such citation shall be made upon the driver of the motor vehicle involved in the
417 violation. Such service on the driver shall have the same legal force and validity as if served within the
418 Commonwealth personally upon the owner, operator, or other person charged with the weight violation,
419 whether such owner, operator, or other person charged is a resident or nonresident.
420 § 46.2-1137. Weighing vehicles; procedure; shifting loads; unloading excess load; weighing fee;
421 certificate as to accuracy of scales admissible in evidence; penalties.
422 Any officer or size and weight compliance agent authorized to enforce the law under this title,
423 having reason to believe that the weight of a vehicle and load is unlawful, is authorized to weigh the
424 load and the vehicle. If the place where the vehicle is stopped is ten 10 road miles or less from a
425 permanent weighing station, the officer may, and upon demand of the driver shall, require the vehicle to
426 proceed to such station. If the distance to the nearest permanent weighing station is more than ten 10
427 road miles such vehicle may be weighed by wheel load weighers. Any driver who fails or unreasonably
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428 refuses to drive his vehicle to such permanent weighing station or such scales or wheel load weighers
429 upon the request and direction of the officer to do so shall be guilty of a Class 4 misdemeanor. The
430 penalty for such violation shall be in addition to any other penalties prescribed for exceeding the
431 maximum weight permitted or for any other violation.
432 In the event of such failure or unreasonable refusal, where the officer has reason to believe the
433 vehicle is overweight, the officer may use whatever reasonable means are available to have the vehicle
434 weighed, including the employment of a tow truck to move the vehicle to the weighing area. He may
435 also use whatever means are necessary to reload the vehicle if the load is intentionally dumped. In such
436 a case, any expenses incurred in having the vehicle weighed may be taxed as costs to be imposed upon
437 the operator who failed or unreasonably refused to drive his vehicle to such weighing area, when he has
438 been convicted of such failure or refusal and an overweight violation. In all cases where such failure or
439 refusal or overweight charges are dismissed, payment shall be made from highway funds.
440 Should the officer or size and weight compliance agent find that the weight of any vehicle and its
441 load is greater than that permitted by this title or that the weight of the load carried in or on such
442 vehicle is greater than that which the vehicle is licensed to carry under the provisions of this title, he
443 may require the driver to unload, at the nearest place where the property unloaded may be stored or
444 transferred to another vehicle, such portion of the load as may be necessary to decrease the gross weight
445 of the vehicle to the maximum therefor permitted by this title. Any property so unloaded shall be stored
446 or cared for by the owner or operator of the overweight vehicle at the risk of such owner or operator.
447 However, notwithstanding the provisions of §§ 46.2-1122 through 46.2-1127, should the officer or
448 size and weight compliance agent find that the gross weight of the vehicle and its load is within limits
449 permitted under this title and does not exceed the limit for which the vehicle is registered, but that the
450 axle weight of any axle or axles of the vehicle exceeds that permitted under this title, the driver shall be
451 allowed one hour to shift his load within or on that same vehicle in order to bring the axle weight or
452 axle weights within proper limits. However, liquidated damages shall be assessed under § 46.2-1135
453 based on the weight prior to shifting the load, unless the load can be successfully shifted to bring the
454 vehicle's axle weight within limits permitted under this title by (i) sliding the axle or axles of the
455 semitrailer or the fifth wheel of the tractor truck, (ii) repositioning the load if the motor vehicle is
456 transporting off-the-road mobile construction equipment, or (iii) adjusting the load if the vehicle is
457 operating on non-interstate highways and qualifies for weight extensions pursuant to § 46.2-1129. Such
458 load shifting shall be performed at the site where the vehicle was weighed and found to exceed
459 allowable axle weight limits. No such load shifting shall be allowed if such load is required to be
460 placarded as defined in § 10.1-1450 and consists of hazardous material as defined in § 10.1-1400.
461 If the driver of an overloaded vehicle is convicted, forfeits bail, or purchases an increased license as
462 a result of such weighing, the court in addition to all other penalties shall assess and collect a weighing
463 fee of two dollars from the owner or operator of the vehicle and shall forward such fee to the State
464 Treasurer. Upon receipt of the fee, the State Treasurer shall allocate the same to the fund appropriated
465 for the administration and maintenance of the Department of State Police.
466 In any court or legal proceedings in which any question arises as to the calibration or accuracy of
467 any such scales at permanent weighing stations or wheel load weighers, a certificate, executed and
468 signed under oath by the inspector calibrating or testing such device as to its accuracy as well as to the
469 accuracy of the test weights used in such test, and stating the date of such test, type of test and results
470 of testing, shall be admissible when attested by one such inspector who executed and signed it as
471 evidence of the facts therein stated and the results of such testing.
472 § 46.2-1139. Permits for excessive size and weight generally; penalty.
473 A. The Commissioner and local authorities of cities and towns, in their respective jurisdictions, may,
474 upon written application and good cause being shown, issue a permit authorizing the applicant to operate
475 on a highway a vehicle of a size or weight exceeding the maximum specified in this title. Any such
476 permit may designate the route to be traversed and contain any other restrictions or conditions deemed
477 necessary by the body granting the permit.
478 B. Except for permits issued under § 46.2-1141 for overweight vehicles transporting containerized
479 freight and permits issued for overweight vehicles transporting irreducible loads, no overweight permit
480 issued by the Commissioner or any local authority under any provision of this article shall be valid for
481 the operation of any vehicle on an interstate highway if the vehicle has:
482 1. A single axle weight in excess of 20,000 pounds; or
483 2. A tandem axle weight in excess of 34,000 pounds; or
484 3. A gross weight, based on axle spacing, greater than that permitted in § 46.2-1127; or
485 4. A gross weight, regardless of axle spacing, in excess of 80,000 pounds.
486 C. The Commissioner may issue permits to operate or tow one or more travel trailers as defined in
487 § 46.2-1900 or motor homes when any of such vehicles exceed the maximum width specified by law,
488 provided the movement of the vehicle is prior to its retail sale and it complies with the provisions of
489 § 46.2-1105. A copy of each such permit shall be carried in the vehicle for which it is issued.
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490 D. Every permit issued under this article for the operation of oversize or overweight vehicles shall be
491 carried in the vehicle to which it refers and may be inspected by any officer or size and weight
492 compliance agent. Violation of any term of any permit issued under this article shall constitute a Class 1
493 misdemeanor. Violation of terms and conditions of any permit issued under this article shall not
494 invalidate the weight allowed on such permit unless (i) the permit vehicle is operating off the route
495 listed on the permit, (ii) the vehicle has fewer axles than required by the permit, (iii) the vehicle has less
496 axle spacing than required by the permit when measured longitudinally from the center of the axle to
497 center axle with any fraction of a foot rounded to the next highest foot, or (iv) the vehicle is
498 transporting multiple items not allowed by the permit.
499 E. Any permit issued by the Commissioner or local authorities of cities and towns pursuant to state
500 law may be restricted so as to prevent travel on any federal-aid highway if the continuation of travel on
501 such highway would result in a loss of federal-aid funds. Before any such permit is restricted by the
502 Commissioner, or local authority, written notice shall be given to the permittee.
503 F. When application is made for permits issued by the Commissioner as well as local authorities of
504 one or more cities and towns, any fees imposed therefor by the Commissioner as well as all affected
505 local authorities may be paid by the applicant, at the applicant's option, to the Commissioner, who shall
506 promptly transmit the local portion of the total fee to the appropriate locality or localities.
507 G. Engineering analysis, performed by the Virginia Department of Transportation, shall be conducted
508 of a proposed routing before the Commissioner issues any permit under this section when such analysis
509 is required to promote safety and preserve the capacity and structural integrity of highways and bridges.
510 The Commissioner shall not issue a permit when the Virginia Department of Transportation determines
511 that the roadway and bridges to be traversed cannot sustain the vehicles' size and weight.
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